
DUTY  BOOK 
 
 

All You Ever Wanted to Know About Toastmaster Meetings 
 

L E A R N I N G   THE   R O P E S ! 
 

So, now you're a Toastmaster. We're going to put you to work! You will be given evenly opportunity to 
speak, and to GET REALLY GOOD AT IT. 
 
One of the ways we do this in Toastmasters is by scheduling speaking jobs where you not only learn to 
speak, but you learn to interface with others. Read further to find out what the various duties entail. 
If you are assigned a duty that you cannot fulfill, it is very important that you find another Toastmaster AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE who is willing to replace you on that date. Use the member list to phone unassigned 
members. When you find a replacement, change the schedule on Turbo-Base then call the Toastmaster 
(or call the General Evaluator if your replacement is an Evaluator) to let them know of the change. 

 
ABOUT   T U R B O B A S E 

 
With Turbo-Base, you can access the weekly schedules and get in touch with any Toastmaster from any 
computer. You probably already received an introductory email from Turbo-Base, giving you your 
personalized secret password for the Peninsula Toastmasters scheduling website. Keep this in a safe 
place. If you wish, you can change your password at any time. If you forget your password, go to the 
website and hit the FORGOT PASSWORD? Button. They will resend your password to you. 
Please get acquainted with the website. Check your data by logging in, going to MEMBERS, then to 
LIST ACTIVE MEMBERS. Find your name, hit MODIFY. Fill in all your data, being sure to include a 
biography to help others introduce you. Then bookmark this page to keep it handy! 
 
To change the schedule, log in, go to MEETINGS or SHOW SCHEDULE. Go to MODIFY. Find your 
name and duty, use the drop down menu to change the name to that of your replacement. Lastly, and 
VERY IMPORTANT, scroll down to the very bottom, and hit the MODIFY MEETING button. 
 
 

MAKING INTRODUCTIONS 
 
The introductory remarks presenting a speaker to his audience are an important part of public speaking. 
Introductions typically are so bad that one of America's greatest lecturers, Mark Twain, refused to let 
anyone introduce him; he walked out on the stage alone and introduced himself. There are, however, 
important reasons why a speaker should be introduced; here are guidelines for both the speaker and the 
introducer. 
 
 
 



Why be introduced? 
 
Here is why a speaker should be introduced, even if he is well-known to his audience: 
1. No matter how well-acquainted, well-liked, or well-known a speaker is to his audience, he needs to 
separate himself from his listeners. The introduction marks the significance of the speaker's transition from 
being in the group to stepping forth to lead its thinking while the audience listens. 
2. Listeners will be more perceptive and appreciative if they understand what the speaker is undertaking. If 
the project is to clarify an idea, that is quite different than if he is trying to persuade them to accept his or 
her point of view. The introduction establishes the proper "mental set," so the group will know what to 
expect. 
3. Even when the speaker is well-known, the audience might not know his reason for speaking about the 
chose11 topic, or about his or her special experience or expertise regarding it. A good introduction makes 
it clear that the speaker speaks from special preparation, knowledge or experience. 
4. Whatever is happening in the meeting before a speaker is introduced -a preceding speech, a Table 
Topics discussion, or a break - the atmosphere relates to what has been occurring, not to what will occur. 
A function of the introduction is to "build a bridge" from where the thoughts of the group are at the moment 
to where the speaker wants them to be. Thus, the introducer might say, "We have been engaged in 
serious discussion (or in listening to an explanation of a new tax law); now I invite your attention to 
something new and different. Henry Jones will speak to us about . . ." So, you see, an introduction is not 
just a perfunctory task to be tossed off hastily. A good introduction is as important to a speech as an 
attractive waiting room is for a businessman or a professional, or as the front yard is for a home. Take the 
job seriously. It is an occasion for additional speaking experience, as valuable in its own way as the 
prepared speech. 
 
What should the introducer say? 
 
Introductions should graceful, witty, and fun to hear and fun to give. Here is the T-I-S formula as presented 
by Dale Carnegie in his book, EDctivc S'eakirzg, that will serve as a handy system in organizing facts that 
have been collected about the speaker.  
 
T  stands for TOPIC. Start your introduction by giving the exact title of your speaker's talk. 
I  stands for IMPORTANCE. In this step you bridge over the area between the topic and the 

particular interest of the group. 
S  stands for SPEAKER. Here you list the speaker's outstanding qualifications, particularly those that 

relate to his topic. Finally, give the speaker's name. 
Now use your imagination. Tying the formula to the information that you gathered, take no more than 30-
45 seconds to introduce your speaker. Make it short and make it count! 
 

 
 
 

 



 

VOTE COUNTER 
Prerequisite: None 
Time: 30 seconds 

 
At the Meeting: 

1.  When called upon, stand in place and say something like: "Mr./Madam Toastmaster, fellow 
Toastmasters and guests, as Vote Counter I will be counting the votes for the best in each of the 
following categories: Table Topics, Formal Speaker, Evaluator, and Program Manager. I will only 
vote to break ties. Vote for the Toastmaster you felt was best in each category, and pass your 
ballots to me each section of the meeting. When asked, I will announce the results." 

 
2.  If there is a tie, you may cast the tie-breaking vote. Don't mention that there was a tie or how close 

the vote was, just announce the winner. Participants who fall short of or exceed time limits are not 
eligible for awards. 

 
3.  Near the end of the meeting the Toastmaster will call on you to approach the lectern and reveal the 

names of the winners. They should be presented in this order: Best Table Topics, Best Evaluator 
then Best Speaker. 

 
4.  After the Toastmaster presents the awards she/he will return control of the meeting to the 

President, who will call for the vote for Best Program Manager. Begin collecting Best Program 
Manager ballots right away, and count them as soon as possible. The President will try to occupy 
time while she/he waits for you to announce the winner. 

 
 
 

TABLE TOPIC MASTER 
 
 

Prerequisite: Icebreaker and attendance at three or four meetings 
Time: Return control of the meeting to the Toastmaster no later than stated on the agenda,  

usually 7:45. Do not call on Speakers, Program Managers or Evaluators.  
If there is still time after you have called on all other members and guests, call on Evaluators. If the 

business meeting runs long and Table Topics starts late, Table Topics may be very short. 
 

 
Before the Meeting: 

 
1. Make up 16 to I8 questions, using the theme of the meeting, if possible. Make your questions no          

longer than 1-2 sentences: the shorter the questions the better. Involved stories or scenarios are 
confusing and difficult to answer, take time away from the speakers, and make your program run 



late. Make the questions open-ended; allow people to be creative rather than drive toward a 
specific answer. 

 
2. Table Topics can be: questions to answer, statements or objects to comment on, instructions to 

follow, or role playing. Move quickly and easily between questions.  
 

 
At the Meeting: 

1. Arrive early; sit near the lectern. As people arrive, put their names next to the items on your list so                                        
that you can call on them quickly and confidently. Know who the Program Managers, Speakers, 
and Evaluators are so you can exclude them. 

 
2. Get the Toastmaster's agenda so you know when Table Topics must end. 

 
3. When introduced, walk up, shake hands with the Toastmaster and say something like: "Thank you 

Toastmaster, Fellow Toastmasters and Welcome Guests. Table Topics are extemporaneous 
speeches of 1 to 2 minutes on an assigned topic. However, you may speak on other topics you 
might bridge to, if you wish. We encourage guests to participate but are not obligated to do so. 
Afterwards, we will vote for the best Table Topics speaker." 

 
4. Give a brief introduction of your topic, one minute, begin calling on people. 

 
5. State each topic before naming the speaker, so the entire group is mentally preparing to speak on 

that topic. Call on someone to speak, then lead the applause at his or her conclusion. 
 

6. If anyone panics, be encouraging. Help his/her through it, if necessary. 
7. Don't discuss your own feelings and experiences on the topic, and don't make remarks between 

questions. You are not the genial host who smoothes transitions between parts of the meeting: 
that's the Toastmaster. The Topic master's job is to allow others to speak. Making remarks 
between questions takes time away from the speakers, influences the vote for best Table Topics, 
and makes your program run late. 

 
8. Call for the Timer's report for those speakers who did not qualify. Then call for the vote, asking 

members to pass their votes to the Vote Counter. 
 

9. Return control of the meeting to the Toastmaster. Remain at the lectern until the Toastmaster 
arrives to shake your hand. 

 
Note: Review the agenda for time allotted for Table Topics. The time will vary from meeting to meeting. 

 
 
 

 



AH COUNTER 
Prerequisite: None 
Time: 30 seconds 

 
 

Before the Meeting: 
Before the meeting begins generate an Ah Counter Tally Sheet. 

 
 
At the Meeting: 
 

1. When called upon to explain your function, stand at your place and say something like: 
"Toastmaster, fellow Toastmasters and Guests. As Ah Counter, I will be listening very carefully for 
the use of "Ah," "Um," "Er," or any other filler words. When I hear such words, I will keep a tally. I 
will keep track of everyone, and report at the end of the meeting on who best controlled their use of 
filler words." 

 
2. When called on to report, stand at your place and say something like: "Mr./Madam Toastmaster, 

the following people spoke tonight with no AH'S: (read names). These people spoke with only one 
AH: (read names). And these people had two or more AH'S: (read names). Let's congratulate 
ourselves on a job well done tonight!" (Lead applause and be seated) 

 
 

 

TIMER 
Prerequsite: None 

 
Before the Meeting: 

Before the meeting begins, set up the timer and verify that it is working properly. 
If not, use Yellow, Red and Green sheets in the timing box and your watch. 

Verify speech times with the Toastmaster or Speakers. 
 
At the Meeting: 
 

I. When called upon, stand up and say something like: "Toastmaster, fellow Toastmasters and 
welcome            guests. As Timer, I will be timing Table-topics, speeches and evaluations.  

II. Table topics and Evaluations (including Chief Evaluator) are 1-2 minutes;  
III. Speeches are usually 5-7 minutes. The GREEN light lets you know when you reach the minimum 

time. The YELLOW light lets you know when you are half way to the maximum time. The RED light 
lets you know when you reach the maximum time. You have a +30 second grace period after the 
maximum time. At the end of each section of the meeting, I will report the times of the participants, 
as well as those who fall short of or exceed their time. 

 



2.   Time carefully, starting with the first word uttered by the speaker, and stopping after the last word.  
Write down the actual time spoken. 

 
3. During intermission, be sure to get the minimum and maximum times for each Speaker. 
4. When asked by the Toastmaster, please time the intermission. 
5. You will be asked by the Topic master to name those who did not qualify for Table topics; by the 

Toastmaster for the speaker's times; and by the Chief Evaluator for those Evaluators who did not 
qualify. 

 
 
NOTE: To be considered for an award, Table-topics, Evaluators, and Formal Speakers must speak for at 
least the minimum time and no more than 30 seconds over the maximum. For example, if the speech time 
is 5 to 7 minutes, the speaker must speak at least 4 minutes 30 seconds, and no more than 7 minutes 30 
seconds. 
 
 

GRAMMARIAN 
 

Prerequisite: None 
Time: 30 seconds 

 
Before the Meeting: 

 
 

Select a word that you feel will extend the average member's vocabulary. Don't choose a word 
that is rare and has little practical use. Choosing a common word that is often improperly used 

or confused with a similar-sounding word, is a helpful exercise. 
Before the meeting begins, write the word on two pieces of paper LARGE ENOUGH so people 

can see it from the back of the room (try to get something like 11" x 17"). 
 
 
 

At the Meeting: 
1. When called upon, go up to the lectern and state the Word of the Day, its meaning, and give an 

example of its use in a sentence. Tape it to the lectern. 
2. Continue as follows: "I will keep track of your use of the Word of the Day and other descriptive 

language, as well as grammatical infractions or incorrect word usage. I will report my observations 
at the end of the meeting." 

3. During Table Topics, hold up the other word card so the speaker can see it easily. When the 
member uses the word, put the card down. When the member finishes speaking, note whether 
he/she used the word. 

4. During the rest of the meeting, note good and poor grammar usage, and who used them. 



5. When called upon towards the end of the meeting by the Chief Evaluator, report who used the 
Word of the Day correctly and be sure to praise those who showed eloquence in their wording. You 
should also call attention to improper use of words or grammar. 

 
 

 
TOASTMASTER 

 
Prerequisite: 

Icebreaker and attendance at three or four meetings, at least. This task is not assigned to a 
member until he/she is familiar with Club procedures by rotating through other duties first. 
Time: The entire meeting, except for the President's opening and closing. You will make 
short comments between meeting segments to assure a smoothly run meeting. You also 
watch the time used by the Topic master and the Chief Evaluator and, if necessary, make 

adjustments as the meeting progresses. 
 
 
 

Before the Meeting: 
1. The Toastmaster has the key role in the meeting's success. Only by advance planning can this be 

carried out effectively. Your goal is to insure a well-run, upbeat meeting, act as a genial host to 
smooth the transitions between programs, and return control of the meeting to the President to end 
the meeting on time! 

2.  Several days before the meeting, contact the Topic master, Chief Evaluator (who coordinates with 
Evaluators and functionaries), Speakers, and the Invocation, to confirm their attendance. THOSE 
UNABLE TO FULFILL THEIR DUTY SHOULD FIND A REPLACEMENT AND NOTIFY YOU AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE. (sometimes you will need to find a replacement for them.) Obtain from each 
Speaker his/her manual title, project number and objectives, speech title, and biographical data 
(including rank) for your introduction. Obtain biographical data on the Topic master and the Chief 
Evaluator also. Read "How to Introduce a Speaker" in your Basic manual. Prepare a one-minute 
introduction 
using the meeting theme; try to weave the theme throughout the meeting by using it in                                           
introductions, summary, etc. 

3. Confirm other Functionaries with the Chief Evaluator for your agenda. 
4. Prepare a master agenda (get copies of previous agendas for reference); make enough copies for 

the group. 
 
At the Meeting: 
 

1. Take a seat up front before the meeting begins. Place the Agendas at the community table. 
2. Make sure all program participants are in attendance. If some fail to show, find replacements before 

the start of the meeting. Ask Speakers to give their manuals to their Evaluators and their speaking 
times to the Timer before the meeting or at the break. 



3. When the President turns control of the meeting to you, walk quickly to the lectern. Address the 
group and introduce your theme in 1 minute or less. Introduce your participants. An introduction is 
necessary only for Speakers, Table Topics master, Mentors Moment, and General Evaluator. 

4. Watch the meeting timing. Alert those who run long to conclude quickly. Ensure the Topic master 
does not call on the Toastmaster, Chief Evaluator, Speakers, or Evaluators unless time allows. All 
others should be given a chance to speak, ending with guests. If the Topic master runs long, catch 
his/her eye and motion them to speed up. Pass a note if necessary. If necessary, cut the break 
short. 

5. Introduce the mentors moment; when completed, recess the meeting till 8:OO. 
6. At the intermission, remind Speakers to confer with their Evaluators and to give the Timekeeper 

their speech times. Ask the Timer to time the break. 
7. Reconvene the meeting promptly at 8:OO. 
8. Welcome everyone back and briefly introduce the Formal Speech portion of the meeting. 
9. Introduce each Speaker, including manual, assignment number, name and objectives, speech title, 

speaker background and rank. Do not give speaker background for the Icebreaker speech; that is 
the purpose of the assignment. 

10. Lead the applause and remain at the lectern until the Speaker shakes your hand. NEVER LEAVE 
THE LECTERN EMPTY. Then sit down. 

11. At the end of each speech, lead the applause as you return to the lectern to shake the Speaker's 
hand. Bridge the gap between presentations with a brief word of appreciation and keep audience 
interest, but do not influence members or Evaluators. Give the members one minute to write a note 
to the speaker; do not talk during this time. 

12. After the Speakers have finished, call for the Timer's report. 
13. Ask members to vote for the Speaker who they felt best accomplished the goals of their speech. 
14. Introduce the Chief Evaluator. Lead the applause and shake hands. Then sit down. 
15. When the Chief Evaluator returns control to you, walk quickly to the lectern and shake hands. 
16. Conclude by giving a brief closing statement bridging the theme and the meeting. Call the ballot 

counter to present the awards in order: Best Table Topics, Best Evaluator, Best Speaker, Most 
Improved Speaker. 

17. Return control of the meeting to the President. Lead the applause and shake hands before 
returning to your seat. 

 
 

 

GENERAL EVALUATOR 
 

Prerequisite: Experience as an Evaluator 
Time: 1 minute for opening remarks, 1 to 3 minutes for general evaluation; no longer 

than 5 minutes total. 
 
 

 
 



Before the Meeting: 
Contact the scheduled Evaluators and Functionaries (Grammarian, Timekeeper, Ah Counter, Vote 
Counter) before the meeting to ensure that they will be present. Get biographical information from 
Evaluators for your introductions; try to weave the theme into the intros. If there are changes to the 
Evaluators or Functionaries after making your phone calls, contact the Toastmaster so he/she can print 
out an accurate agenda. 
 
At the Meeting: 

1. Arrive early and confirm that Evaluators and Functionaries are present. If any are not present, 
assign someone to take that person's position if he/she doesn't show up. 

 
2. Advise the Toastmaster of any changes. Confirm the Speakers and the order in which they are 

speaking. 
 

3.  Assign Evaluators to Speakers and make sure each knows whom they will be working with. You 
may assign experienced Evaluators to less experienced Speakers, but don't assign inexperienced 
Evaluators to advanced Speakers. The Evaluator will feel uncomfortable and the Speaker won't get 
an appropriate evaluation for his/her skill level. 

 
4.  When the meeting starts, take notes about how the meeting is being conducted. Was the meeting 

set up and started on time? Is the Invocation and Pledge appropriate and brief? Is the business 
meeting timely; did it follow parliamentary procedure'? Does the Toastmaster make good intros and 
keep the meeting on time? Are helpers' duties described? Are we told to write notes to speakers? 
Note any strengths or weaknesses. Are Table topics brief, creative, challenging, and does it end on 
time? Are Evaluators positive and constructive? Do the Grammarian and Ah Counter give complete 
reports? Mention things particularly good about the meeting as well as areas for improvement. 
Acrid comments or whitewashes are not helpful in improving performance. Keep it upbeat. 

 
5. When introduced, walk quickly to the lectern and shake the Toastmaster's hand. Explain the 

evaluation portion of the meeting by saying something like: "Toastmaster, fellow Toastmasters and 
welcome guests, evaluation is a positive, helping act. As conscientious Toastmasters, our goal is to 
help fellow Toastmasters develop their skills. Therefore, evaluations should not only offer 
constructive ways of improving, but should also preserve or enhance the self esteem of the 
speaker. We'll begin with Speaker evaluations, then the Grammarians report and finally my 
evaluation of the meeting." 

 
6.  Introduce each Evaluator, starting with the Speaker's name and speech title that he/she will be 

evaluating. Don't give the speech's objectives; the Evaluator will do this. Give the Evaluator's name 
and rank (CTM, ATM, DTM) last; use full versions i.e. Accomplished Toastmaster Silver. 

 
7. Wait until the Evaluator reaches the lectern; shake his/her hand, then sit near by. NEVER LEAVE 

THE LECTERN EMPTY. 
 

8. Lead the applause after each Evaluator has finished as you return to the lectern to shake hands. 



 
9. After Evaluations are over, call for the Timekeeper's report for any Evaluator who did not qualify. 

Ask members to vote for Best Evaluator. 
 

10. Call for the Grammarian's report and the Ah Counter's report. 
 

11.  Give your evaluation of the meeting, 1 to 3 minutes. Say something like: "As your Chief Evaluator 
this evening, I have been observing all aspects of how the meeting has been conducted, and I will 
now give my evaluation of the meeting." 

 
12.  Return control of the meeting to the Toastmaster by reintroducing him/her. 

 
 
 

 

Invocation 
 
Delivering the invocation  
 
The invocation, usually a prayer or inspirational thought, is an optional part of club meetings. It is usually delivered by a designated club 
member at the beginning of the meeting, and is sometimes combined with or replaced by the pledge and/or the thought of the day.  
Because Toastmasters is a worldwide organization that includes people from many different religious groups, a non-sectarian approach 
is required, and the speaker should be sensitive to the diversity of cultures and religions in the audience.  

If you are new to Toastmasters and you are nervous about the thought of speaking in front of people, you can use this role to build 
confidence while serving a small but important function for the club. 

Before the Meeting 
Prepare a brief invocation, no more than one minute in length. In your invocation, do not refer to a particular religious philosophy; make 
your reference universal. Treat it as you would any other speech – craft it carefully, memorize it and practice delivering it before the 
meeting. 

During the Meeting 
Arrive a little early to let the presiding officer know that the role will be covered for the meeting. 

When called upon by the Toastmaster, stand up and deliver your invocation to the group. Depending on the customs of your club, you 
may need to step to the front of the room 

 


